
ESSAY ON NIETZSCHE PHILOSOPHY

, philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche had written a collection of essays entitled The Genealogy of Morals. Nietzsche ideas
was an inscribed assessment based.

The Jews are uncanny and creative in their invention of slave morality, as they establish Judeo-Christianity as
a ressentiment of master morality. Neither toward himself nor toward others will he commit the crimes of
obeying and commanding. Work pursued in service of the future constitutes for Nietzsche an earthly form of
redemption. In my paper I intend to prove how this is so. By his thirties Nietzsche started to interpret that
people were making up myths and stories in order to keep themselves in denial from the truth of life, thus
giving a different meaning Nietzsche explains that ressentiment arises when people realize that they are
inferior to some others but rather than blaming themselves for this they blame those others. Nietzsche style of
writing was adopted to strengthen his arguments on various controversial topics. Both reject the idea of
morality as an instinctive or natural element of human life. Personal power finds itself in the special quality of
human experience, which is called resource to overcome. Many are divided into short, numbered sections,
which only sometimes have obvious connections to nearby sections. Thus, insofar as people even nobles
become susceptible to such moralized guilt, they might also become vulnerable to the revaluation, and
Nietzsche offers some speculations about how and why this might happen GM II, 16â€” Perhaps we can
define the most general law of his thought, that which provides all the others with their original structure, in
this way: a cult of intelligence and a cult of force. It might thus seem reckless to want to show some of these
essential traits. This world is the will to powerâ€”and nothing besides! In the anarchist world only the
individualist tendency has felt this influence, and this very profoundly. Hence, one will take the easier path, if
unable to command, choosing instead to obey the directions of another. That doctrine seems to include the
proposal that creatures like us or more broadly: all life, or even all things period aim at the enhancement of
their powerâ€”and then further, that this fact entails that enhanced power is good for us or for everything. He
also produced more serious and accomplished works on themes related to philology, literature, and
philosophy. The ancient nobility, a result of victory, sometimes engendered beautiful types of humanity. It is
misguided both because it runs the risk of robbing individuals of their opportunity to make something positive
individually meaningful out of their suffering, and because the global devaluation of suffering as such
dismisses in advance the potentially valuable aspects of our general condition as vulnerable and finite
creatures GS ; compare Williams 82â€” What is happiness? That said, Nietzsche offers two strands of
evidence sufficient to give pause to an open minded reader. According to Kant, we as human beings must act
and live according the moral law. Some scholars take the value creation passages as evidence that Nietzsche
was an anti-realist about value, so that his confident evaluative judgments should be read as efforts at
rhetorical persuasion rather than objective claims Leiter , or relatedly they suggest that Nietzsche could
fruitfully be read as a skeptic, so that such passages should be evaluated primarily for their practical effect on
readers Berry ; see also Leiter  Yet, exemplars of type, whether in the form of isolated individuals like
Napoleon, or of whole cultures like the Greeks, are not caught up in petty historical politics or similar
mundane endeavors. The challenge is to learn to respond well to suffering De Botton. While Nietzsche blames
the slave revolt of morality for stopping us from acting out on our animal impulse. But this is the luck of all
teachings. Generally, the apparent victory in the realm of positive acts is hardly worth the inner defeat, the
irreparable disaster into which the highest aspirations of the heart and mind fall. Nietzsche was one of the
latter, and magnificently so. At the flip side of this range, Jonathan Edwards develops as his archrival
regarding religious talk. But what about a personal-level self to serve as the owner of such attitudes? However,
he seems to contradict himself on the matter of values. Gould feels that animals are too complex to be
compared to humans and deciding what is good and evil.


